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Introduction
The idea that democracy is inextricably
linked to nonviolent conflict resolution
endeavors has increasingly directed US
foreign policy decisionmaking in the postCold War era. Not only did President
Clinton use the democraticpeace argument
to defend the expansionof US tradeties, but
the administration also argued that the
enlargementof NATO into EasternEurope
would help cement the recent democratic
gains in the region (see Lake, 1994; Albright,
*The authorhas benefitedfrom the helpfulcommentsof
Scott Gates, Sara Mitchell, Nils Petter Gleditsch, Mark
Souva,David Lektzian,BruceBueno de Mesquita,Bruce
Russett,William Dixon, and four anonymousreviewers.
They,of course,arenot responsibleforthe remainingerrors
andomissions.The datausedin this articlecanbe obtained
from http://www.uno.edu/-bprins/data.htm.

1998). Former Deputy Secretary of State
Strobe Talbott (1996: 63) articulated the
administration's view when he wrote,
'democraciesaredemonstrablymore likely to
maintain their international commitments,
less likely to engage in terrorismor wreak
environmental damage, and less likely to
make war on each other'. What's more,
Talbott concluded his article by stating,
'Only in an increasinglydemocratic world
will the American people feel themselves
truly secure.'
While considerable empirical evidence
shows democraticdyads to be less prone to
violence than other types of regimepairs,disagreement still exists on the causal factors
inhibiting conflict among democratic states
(Gowa, 1995). Indeed, theoretical and
empiricaldiscrepanciesin the regimetype and
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conflictliteratureled Eyerman& Hart (1996:
598) to conclude that increased attention
needs to be given to identifying specific
characteristics
of democraticstatesthat might
mitigate or incite coercive foreign policy
actions. Given that distinctions within the
democraticcommunity of nations have been
found with regards to conflict propensity
(Prins& Sprecher,1999; Ireland& Gartner,
2001), a more nuanced understanding of
institutionaleffectsis needed to explain fully
crisisbargainingbehavior.Some scholars,for
instance,have tested the relationshipbetween
conflictinvolvementand executiveconstraints
(Partell, 1997; Partell & Palmer, 1999). In
general,though, these findings do not differ
drasticallyfrom what has been found with
overalllevel of democracy.1To date, few other
institutional elements of polities have been
investigatedsystematicallyfor their potential
effect on conflictualforeign policy behavior.
However,it may be that other featuresof the
domestic political environment have an
importanteffect on conflict proneness.If so,
an index of these separate institutional
elementsthat makeup a polity might obscure
a relationshipbetween any one of them and
foreign policy decisionmaking.Drawing on
Schultz (1998) and Gartzke (2001), and
followingthe suggestionsof Eyerman& Hart
(1996) and Gleditsch & Ward (1997), this
articlebeginsto pull aparta standardmeasure
of polity characteristics.One conceptual
element of a regime'smakeup is examined:
politicalparticipation.
The article proceeds as follows. First, I
discuss crisis bargainingand Fearon's(1994)
notion of audience costs. Next, I argue that
the believability of audience costs and/or
resolve depends in part on the stability of
domestic political structures. Similar to
Schultz (1998), I suggest that political
1This shouldnot be allthatsurprisinggiventhe
high correlation between the executiveconstraintsmeasurein the
Politydatasetand the overalldemocracyindex (see Gleditsch & Ward,1997).
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opposition is a key component of audience
cost signaling, and therefore uncertainty
regardingthe stability of a regime'spolitical
competition naturally has an impact on
foreign policy decisionmaking.To test this
conjecture, I examine dispute reciprocation
from 1816 to 1992. That is, given a dispute,
does instability in political competition
increasethe likelihood of conflict reciprocation? The resultsindicate that while democracy has little effect on MID reciprocation,
factionalismamong domesticpoliticalgroups
(thatis, non-institutionalizedpoliticalparticipation) tends to be strongly associatedwith
such a dispute response.Contiguity,military
balance, and years at peace also appear to
influencedisputereciprocation.I concludeby
offeringsuggestionsfor futureresearch.
Regime Type and Crisis Bargaining
According to Gleditsch (1995: 297), 'the
importance of democracy lies in it being a
near-perfectsufficient condition for peace'.
At the dyadic level, in particular,the empirical evidence is both statisticallyand substantively strong, as well as robust to chargesof
specificationbias.Not only havedemocracies
rarely engaged each other in full-scale war,
but democratic leadersalso appearto avoid
lower levels of militarizedconflict with each
other as well. Still, logical flaws in the
primary explanations for the democratic
peace have led some scholarsto question the
posited causal relationshipbetween political
institutions, norms of compromise, and
pacific foreign policy behavior. Gartzke
(2001), for example, insists that both the
normative and structural arguments are
fundamentally monadic and thus cannot
fully explain the dyadic observation.2Both
2 In

fact,both of the explanationsfor the democraticpeace
derivepacificforeignpolicy behaviorfrom nation-specific
attributes:norms of compromiseand domestic political
institutionsthat constraindecisionmakers'
use of military
force.
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Schultz (1998) and Gartzke (2001) also see
a disconnect between models of crisis bargaining and democratic peace theory, and
both suggest that liberal theories need to be
better informed by the dynamics of crisis
decisionmaking and theories of bargaining
more generally.
InformationAsymmetriesand Costly
Signaling
International crises or disputes provide
opportunities for states to assemble crucial
informationabout competitors.If both capabilities and resolve contribute to a state's
willingness to fight, then uncertaintyabout
either of these variablesshould at times convince states to question an adversary'sability
or willingnessto refusea demand. Of course,
with complete and perfect information, the
initiation and escalation of disputes should
rarelyoccur.3Given a demand, a weak state
(one that lackscapabilityand/or resolve)will
typically back down immediately, recognizing that a refusal to comply will only
result in a more costly capitulation in the
future. When incomplete information and
uncertainty are introduced, however,
initiation, escalation, and war can occur as
states attempt to misrepresent their true
preferences as well as their willingness to
fight. In a world where a weak state refuses
to acquiesce,all statesmay have an incentive
to escalate disputes and force such weaker
adversariesto capitulate.That is to say, in a
crisisbargainingsituation, a counterdemand
by state B might indicate one of two things.
Either state B possessesa credibleretaliatory
capabilityand the necessaryresolveto fight,
or state B does not possess the needed capabilities or resolve but bluffs and hopes state
A will back down.
3

Misperceptionmay not be a necessaryconditionfor war.
In fact, one can conceiveof conflictsresultingfrom such
concernsas nationalhonor,domesticinsecurity,or anticipation of higher futurecosts. However,it does not seem
unreasonableto suggestthat misperceptionplaysa role in
most conflictsituations.
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In an environment where the misrepresentation of preferencesis common, states
clearly have incentives to challenge adversaries that are perceived as being weak.
Accordingly, to avoid crisis escalation and
facilitatemore efficientbargainingoutcomes,
what is needed is a mechanism that allows
state leaders to signal credibly their state's
foreign policy preferences. How, though,
does a state convince an adversarythat its
level of resolve is in fact real?Inasmuch as
states discount signals from adversaries,one
possible solution is to make signals costly.
Costless signals, in contrast, provide little
relevantinformation to an opponent. States
can easily renege upon prior commitments.
Agreements that result in some penalty for
non-compliance are more believable and
thus more effective.
According to Fearon (1994), democratic
states more successfully convey their true
intentions because of the political penalty
democratic elites pay for foreign policy
failure. This penalty, according to Schultz
(1998), is directlytied to the mobilizationof
political opposition. Not only does domestic
competition compel government leaders to
be cautious and selective in their foreign
policy demands, but such competition also
increasesthe credibilityof signalssent by the
government. 'When there is weak political
supportfor war', Schultz (1998: 830) writes,
'the opposition can revealthis fact by deciding to oppose the government'sthreat.'As a
result, as Gartzke (2001: 7) concludes, 'the
responseof opposition partiesmakesit costly
for liberalexecutivesto bluff'.4
Fearon (1994) assumes that a regime's
4 Dixon (1993) and

Raymond(1994) both maintainthat
democracieswill resolvetheirdisputesby utilizingnonviolent means of conflict resolution.As a result,democratic
stateswill condition their behavioron the regimetype of
the initiatingstate (see Rousseauet al., 1996 for empirical
evidence of such conditioningbehavior).Fearon(1994)
expects a similar outcome, but for different reasons.
Fearon's(1994) argumentrestson signalingand political
costs for policy failure,ratherthan culturaland political
normsof conflictresolution.
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ability to generate audience costs is exogenously given prior to a crisis. That is, for
short periods of time at least, a state either
has or does not have the ability to generate
audience costs. To be sure, the actual cost a
leadermight incur for policy failureis determined by the extent of the demands made.5
Higher levels of escalation in a crisis are
equated with largerpolicy demands, which,
if not met, will result in significantpolitical
costs. Leaders,though, do not impose costs
on themselves, but ratheropponents decide
whether to contest a policy action. Consequently,opposition groupsin part determine
the size of the cost incurredfor policy failure.
Politicalopposition, then, is a necessarycomponent of effectivecrisis signaling.
Tests of Fearon's(1994) conjecture have
primarilyinvolved taking into account constraintson politicalaction by governingelites
(Partell & Palmer, 1999; Partell, 1997).6
However, executive parity with, or subordination to, anotherinstitutionalbody such as
a legislaturedoes not necessarilycapturethe
extent to which a leaderwill be punished if
policy actions fail to accomplish stated
political goals. One can easily conceive of a
leaderholding an overwhelmingmajorityin
the legislature or an international crisis
prompting a rally-around-the-flageffect. In
eithercase,little opposition arisesto executive
foreign policy actions. In addition, neither
Fearon'smodel nor the subsequentempirical
tests of Fearon'saudience costs conjecture
have considered instability in the political
institutions that arguably influence crisis
decisionmaking. Not only does political
opposition function as the realization of
5 Thanks go to an anonymousreviewerfor pointing this
out.
6

Using SHERFACSdata, Eyerman& Hart (1996) find
that disputesbetweendemocracieshave fewer phases.In
fact,only 13%of theirconflictsbetweendemocraticstates
resultedin a threator use of militaryforce, comparedto
35% for non-democraticstates.They concludethatdemocraticleadersare betterable to signal their foreignpolicy
intentions,and thus quarrelsareresolvedmorequickly.
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audience costs, but also the permanenceof
political opposition as an institutionalized
element of the regime assuresthe believability of crisissignaling.That is to say,domestic
political opposition can only validate leader
preferencesor intentions if the foreignadversary believes such opposition can in fact
impose costs on a leader.Therefore,both the
presence of political competition and the
stabilityof such competition have important
effects on crisisbargaining.
Political Participationand the
PerceptionofAudience Costs
To date, the relationship between political
change and conflict propensity remains
poorly understood. However,it may be that
fluctuations in domestic political structure
affect the ability of state leaders to signal
effectively the audience costs they face for
foreign policy failure. Mansfield & Snyder
(1995), for example,find that democratizing
states have a much higher propensity to
engagein warfarethan other types of polities.
They argue that the political norms and
institutions that arguably constrain democratic political elites have yet to be fully
absorbed into the foreign policy decisionmaking of these emergingliberalpolities. As
a consequence, these immatureregimes face
a precariousset of circumstancesnot conducive to avoiding conflict and perhapsnot
conducive to resolving disputes through
more pacificmeansof diplomaticbargaining.
While Thompson & Tucker (1997) admittedly find Mansfield & Snyder's (1995)
resultsto be sensitive to the methodological
choices these authors made and uncover no
relationshipbetween regime change and war
involvement, their results only apply to war
and not to other types of interstateconflict.
This leavesopen the possibilitythat political
instabilityand/or change may still affect the
initial stages of crisis bargaining. Interestingly, Gleditsch & Ward (2000) observethat
while smooth transitionsto democracytend
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to reduce conflict propensities, dramatic
swings back and forth from democracy to
autocracyoften produce the opposite effect.
This more nuancedexplanationsuggeststhat
uncertainty may contribute to disputatious
behaviorby reducingthe efficiencyof signaling while simultaneously increasing the
securityconcerns of neighboringstates.
Foreignleaderswho face unstablepolities
often find themselves in an informationdeficient environment, and militarized disputes representan attempt to determine an
adversary'spreferences.7If domestic political
institutions and opposition allow state
leaders to communicate their intentions
credibly, unstable polities may have less
success in conveying foreign policy preferences and thus avoiding militarizedconflict.
What may distinguishthe conflict proneness
of coherent polities from factional ones,
then, is the believability of domestic audience costs. In fully institutionalizedpolities,
stable sets of rules and norms exist that predictably constrain behavior by legitimating
elite signaling. These longstanding features
of the political environment ensure that
bluffing (that is, the manipulation of audience costs) is more difficult. In transitional
polities there is greateruncertaintyabout the
role of domestic political institutions and
how they structure elite decisionmaking.8
Consequently, there may be a good deal of
uncertainty regarding the actual political
costs state leadersface from policy failure.
The difficulty political leaders have in
interpretingsignalsmay not so much involve
restrictedversuscompetitivepoliticalparticipation, but more the stabilityof the political
process. While political opposition helps to
validateelite signals, uncertaintycontributes
to continued probing behavior. So, states
7 If a
reputation for resolve is as important as resolve itself,

then leaders of unstable or transitional polities also may use
disputes to establish a regional or international reputation.
8 Gates et al.
(2000) find that transitional or factional polities are more likely to fail than states with mutually
reinforcing institutional arrangements.
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characterizedby unregulated,factional, and
frequentlyviolent politicalparticipationpose
the most difficult challenges in crisis bargaining situations. The vacillation between
intense factionalism and institutionalized
political participation presumably increases
the uncertainty levels of neighboring states
and heightens their securityconcerns.Moreover, elites in factional polities often rely on
exclusionary rhetoric to unify supporting
domestic groups and subsequentlyto maintain their positions of authority. Unfortunately, as Snyder (2000: 66) notes,
'exclusionary forms of nationalism often
make enemies of the excluded groups and
their allies abroad'.
While Fearon (1994) expects states that
cannot generateaudience costs to engage on
averagein more costly and less efficient bargaining behavior, a democracy-autocracy
distinction may not be the most useful in
determining which states can or cannot
generate audience costs. Indeed, conflict
propensities differ within both the democratic and the non-democraticcommunities
of nations. Certain stateswithin both camps
are simply better at signaling their preferences and resolveand thus determiningconflicts more quickly and efficiently. On
average, non-democracies should be more
conflict-pronedue to less efficient signaling.
But, regimes with factional participation
should be problematicregardlessof the other
institutional elements they might possess.9
In states with factional or unstable competition, not only might elites misperceive
their own domestic political opposition, but
signals from adversaries that suffer from
unstable political participation should at
times be discounted. We know, for instance,
that the absenceof an enduringinstitution to
9 In the 1,705 disputes,the targetstatewas democraticin
34%, and of these democratic states 24% possessed
unstable political competition. Of the non-democratic
targets, 32% possessed unstable political competition.
Similarfiguresdescribethe initiatingstates.
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legitimate elite signaling should increasethe
likelihood that leaderswill bluff. And, as the
ability of the initiating state to bluff
increases,signalsof resolvebecome less effective. The problemwith polities characterized
by the oscillation between severerestrictions
on political opposition and competitive
participation is that foreign adversariesare
unsurewhether opposition groups can challenge government policies and thus impose
costs on leaders.So, uncertaintyand intense
factionalism lead to more escalatory crisis
bargainingas elites attempt to ascertaineach
other'spreferencesand resolve.
Expectations
While Gleditsch & Ward(1997: 381) found
constraintsplaced on the executiveto be the
most important factor determining a state's
overall polity score, they reason that 'by
looking inside the characteristicsof polities
rather than concerning ourselves only with
whether they are classifiedat one extremeor
the other, we may learn about the processes
that undergirdtheir fundamentalbehavioral
differences'.It is arguedhere that non-institutionalized (that is, factional) political
participationmay help account for crisisbargaining behavior. This is because political
instability preventspolitical elites from successfully signaling their true intentions and
preferences in dispute situations. The
researchdesign presented below is intended
to empirically test whether reciprocation
rates vary depending on the instability of
domestic political competition. Basedon the
discussion above, two basic hypotheses are
proposed.
HI: Targetstates will be more likely to reciprocatemilitarizeddisputesif the initiating state possesses unstable political
participation.
H2: Militarized disputes where both the
initiator and target possess unstable
political participationwill more likely

volume40 / number1 /january2003
be reciprocatedthan disputeswhereone
or more of the regimes possessesmore
stable political participation.
Research Design
To test the aboveconjectures,the Militarized
Interstate Dispute (MID) dataset has been
used to generatea list of appropriateobservations. While other data files, such as the
InterstateCrisisBehaviorProject(ICB), may
also be appropriateto test theoreticalconjectures regardingdemocratic dispute reciprocation, the MID dataset offers a large
number of cases short of war, for a long
period of time, where the initiating actor is
provided.Admittedly,these events aregenerally not as severeas a crisissituation (ascoded
by ICB); however,these events were selected
because of a heightened probability that
military hostilities would result. Indeed, for
a dispute to be included in the data file, the
threat, display,or use of military force must
have occurred.According to Jones, Bremer
& Singer (1996: 166), MIDs are 'confrontations that [lead] politicians to invest energy,
attention, resources, and credibility in an
effort to thwart, resist, intimidate, discredit,
or damagethose representingthe other side'.
Furthermore,these events 'must be explicit,
overt, nonaccidental, and government sanctioned' (Gochman & Maoz, 1984: 586).
The basic unit of observation in the
following analyses is the interstate dispute.
The updated version of the MID data file
(version 2.10, 1996) contains 2,034 total
disputes from 1816 to 1992. For the analyses below, only bilateralMIDs are included.
Thus, any dispute that did not begin and end
as a one-on-one confrontation is removed
from the analysis.This is done to preventany
confounding effects from dispute joining.
The decisionmakingprocess of third parties
may be quite differentthan that of originating states.Therefore,to isolate the effects of
regime type and political participation on
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reciprocation, only bilateral MIDs are evaluated (see Partell & Palmer, 1999). This
decision deletes 329 disputes. Also, for
certain analyses, disputes with polities interrupted by war, occupied by a foreign power,
or in a period of transition are also
dropped.10 This decision deletes 161 disputes for those analyses.
Dependent Variable: Dispute
Reciprocation
Crisis bargaining can be empirically assessed
in a number of different ways. Here it is conceptualized as a militarized interstate dispute
that results in a counter-demand. In other
words, the reciprocation of a threat, show, or
use of force is used as an indication that the
targeted state has opted to resolve the dispute
through coercion rather than mutual
accommodation. This measure captures
whether a manifest increase in the hostility
level of the bargaining relationship has
occurred. A failure to terminate the dispute
once a demand has been made, through
negotiation or acquiescence, takes the
quarrel to a new level. This new level has a
heightened probability of significant conflict
breaking out.11
10Polity uses the numericalvalues88, 77, or 66 to code
thesetypesof states.
11While the MID datasetmay not be particularlywell
suited to addressingquestionsof conflict escalation(see
Gleditsch,1999), the decisionto reciprocatedoes provide
some evidenceof side B's indifferencepoint and thus its
levelof bargainingresolve.Giventhat side B has chosento
respondwith a militarizedsignal,it obviouslyis willing to
incur some cost to secureits objectives.Certainly,distinguishing costly and non-costly signals is important in
explainingmany conflict questions.In a bargainingsituation,to be sure,it is often difficultto identifythe initiator
and defender.It fact, it maybe ratherarbitraryto code one
state as side A and the other as side B since much of the
bargainingbehaviorhas most likelygone unnoticed(it has
not yet reacheda severitylevel to triggermediaattention).
This does not presenta realproblemhere, however.At a
snapshotin time, one state is faced with the decision to
continue the militarizedquarrel(certainlyincreasingthe
likelihoodthat it will end in war or some less severe,but
still costly,form of armedviolence)or capitulateand meet
the demandsof its adversary.Consequently,reciprocation
can be viewedas an indicationof stateB'sresolve,a costly
step takento influencethe decisionmakingof stateA.

C. Prins
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Similarly to Leeds & Davis (1997),
initiator and targetare operationalizedusing
the 'Side-A and 'Originator'codings in the
MID data file. An initiating state is one that
is involved on the first day of hostilities and
is consideredthe state which first militarized
the dispute. A defending state (target) is
involved on the first day, but is not on the
side that first militarizedthe quarrel.Of the
1,705 bilateraldisputes,46.6% (795) experienced some level of reciprocation.This leaves
910 other disputes that were resolved
through less coercivediplomatic means.
ExogenousVariables
Political Participation Data on political
participation come from the Polity IIId
(McLaughlinet al., 1998) database.Of the
elements that constitute the polity democracy and autocracyindices, the competitiveness and regulation of participation are of
concern here. These measures capture
whether diverse political preferencescan be
expressed, how they are expressed, and
whether alternative leadership options are
available (Gurr, 1997: 12).12 Using this
information, three separate variables are
createdto test the relationshipbetweenuninstitutionalized participation and crisis bar-

gaining. First, a measureis constructed that
indicates factional or transitional political
participation. When the initiating state
scores a two, three, or four on the competitiveness measureand a two or three on the
regulationmeasure,this variableequals one,
12 The extentof
politicalcompetitionand oppositionrepresentsthe third authoritytrait recordedby the Polity II
datafile. Information on two dimensions of political
participationis provided.The first dimension,regulation
of politicalparticipation,has five categories:(1) unregulated participation;(2) factional or transitionalparticipation;(3) factional/restricted
participation;(4) restricted
participation;and (5) regulatedparticipation.The second
dimension,the competitivenessof participation,also has
five categories:(1) suppressedcompetition;(2) restricted/
transitionalcompetition; (3) factional competition; (4)
transitionalcompetition;and (5) competitivecompetition,
plus a categoryfor missing.
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otherwise zero.13 Gurr (1997) writes, 'by
combining scores on Regulation of Political
Participation and the Competitiveness of
Participationvariables, a relatively detailed
pictureof the extent of political competition
and opposition emerges'.With this measure,
the decision by B is assessedwithout specifying its own polity characteristics.Second, a
similar measure is constructed for both the
initiating and targetstates combined. When
both polities score a two, three, or four on
the competitiveness measure and a two or
threeon the regulationmeasure,this variable
equalsone, otherwisezero.Joint measuresare
also createdof the two constituent elements:
competitiveness and regulation. That is,
rather than combine competitiveness and
regulation, the independent impact of each
variableon dispute reciprocationis assessed.
To be complete, I also createjoint measures
of regulated and competitive participation,
with the excluded category confined to
restrictiveparticipation.
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democratic states.15 The overall regime
index, while constructed in part from the
measureof political participation,correlates
only minimally (the coefficient is regularly
less than .10).16This is consistentwith Gleditsch & Ward's (1997) findings as well.
Executiveconstraintstends to overdetermine
democracy and autocracy scores, while
political participation has a much more
limited effect on the overall regime index.
Democratic norms and institutional constraintsare expected to lower the likelihood
of dispute reciprocation.

Contiguity A variable is also included to
control for the costs of projecting force or
influenceabroad.As the distanceof a dispute
increases,the costs associatedwith responding with militarizedforce naturallyincrease
as well. To measuregeographicalproximity,a
dichotomous variable is constructed. The
coding of this indicator follows the Correlates of War contiguity dataset:(1) contiguous by land; (2) contiguous up to 12 miles
Regime Type The level of democracyindi- of water; (3) contiguous up to 24 miles of
catoralso stems from PolityIIId and is an 11- water; (4) contiguous up to 150 miles of
point index (0-10) based on three salient water; and (5) contiguous up to 400 miles
facets of democratic polities: constraintson of water. For this analysis, states that share
the chief executive, competitiveness of land bordersor are separatedby less than 25
political participation, and openness of miles of water are coded as contiguous. All
executive recruitment.As is customary,the others are considerednon-contiguous.
11-point coding has been re-scaled to a
dichotomous democracy-non-democracy Alliances Using Bennett's dataset (see
variableto capturebasicthresholdeffects (see Bennett, 1997), alliance commitments are
for example Dixon, 1994; Reed, 2000).14 used to gauge preferenceor security alignPolities with a democracy score of 0-5 are ment. For each bilateral dispute, it is
coded as non-democracies, while those 15 Partell & Palmer
(1999: 396) use 5 as the cutpoint.
with scores of 6 or greater are defined as 16 While the overall democracy index and the combined
13

The middle categories code for participation that tends
to be factional or transitional in nature. Lower rankings on
the regulation and competitiveness measures indicate
unregulated and suppressed participation, while higher
rankings indicated regulated and competitive political
participation.
14 The
Polity IIId data file also specifies whether regimes
are in a period of transition, experiencing political collapse,
or are interrupted, such as by military intervention. These
cases were coded as non-democracies.

measures of political regulation and political competition
(participation) are related only minimally, the relationship
between democracy level and the constituent parts of
participation are related a bit more strongly. The democratic index and competition, for example, correlate
between .60 and .70, but only for states on side A. When
the competition scores for both side A states and side B
states are combined, the correlation with the overall
democracy index drops considerably. Therefore, not only
can democracy be distinguished from participation, but
regulation can also be distinguished from competition.
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determined whether the states in conflict
have a binding defense pact (1), entente or
neutralityagreement(2), or no formalagreement at all (3) in the year that the dispute
originated. This variablehas been re-scaled
to a dichotomous alliance (defense pact
only)-no alliance (ententes, neutralityagreements, or no formal commitments) variable.
The exact specification of this variable has
little if any influence on the results. The
defense pact thresholdis used becausetheoreticallythis type of formalcommitment indicates a greater level of security concern or
ideological similarity.Presumably,the likelihood of reciprocationdecreaseswhen a state
finds itself in a dispute with a formal ally.
Military Balance This variableuses Singer,
Bremer& Stuckey's(1972) system capabilities composite measureto determine which
state has relativelygreaterfighting capabilities. The Singer, Bremer & Stuckey (1972)
scoremeasureseach state'sproportionof total
systemcapabilitiesbasedon six separateindicators: military expenditures and military
personnel (military dimension), iron-steel
productionand energyconsumption (industrial dimension), and total population and
urbanpopulation (demographicdimension).
For each indicator,the values of all states in
the system are added together.An individual
state'sscoreon each indicatoris a measureof
its shareof the total systemcapabilities.I construct a relative capabilities measure using
each state'sshareof the systemtotal.The variable is constructed as the capabilitiesof A
divided by the sum of the system capabilities
of both A and B. With this variable,increases
indicatethe growingstrengthof the initiating
state. I expect that the likelihood of reciprocation by the targetedstatewill decreaseas the
relative capabilities of the initiating state
increase(see Bennett & Stam, 2000).
Additional Controls Three additional
exogenous variables are included to help
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prevent misinterpreting the relationship
between regime type, political participation,
and dispute reciprocation.The first variable
takesinto account past relationsbetween the
two statesin conflict. Similarto Raknerud&
Hegre (1997: 393), I assumethat the probability of reciprocationwill decreaseas time
passes,and I measuretime since the last conflict by using their decayfunction. The function they create is defined as follows: exp
(-Days in Peace/3162).17Basically,the effect
of a past militarizeddispute on reciprocation
in a presentdispute growsweakerthe further
two states move away from a militarized
dispute with each other. Given that disputes
do not happen in a vacuum, this variable
helps control for the past bargainingrelationship.
A second control is added to capture
salientdifferencesacrossmilitarizeddisputes.
Not all MIDs are created equal. In fact,
Toset, Gleditsch & Hegre (2000) argue that
disputes involving no casualties should be
distinguished from their more violent
cousins. This is becausethe behaviorof state
leadersis fundamentallydifferentdepending
on the natureof the dispute. Owing to a lack
of variation,casualtiescannot be used here to
separate low-salience disputes from more
serious quarrels.18However,seizuredisputes
certainly qualify as low-salience MIDs.
171 alsoconstructeda linearmeasureof time in peace.Both
variablesare significantlyrelatedto disputereciprocation,
and as expectedincreasesin peacefulrelationsdecreasethe
probabilityof reciprocation.In a model where both the
linearand the non-linearmeasuresareincluded,the nonlinearversion tends to better explain the variationin Y.
Therefore,I chose to use the non-linearmeasure,as it had
greaterexplanatorypower. However, Reed (2000) uses
linearversionsof a peaceyearsvariable.
18 Of the 1,705 bilateraldisputesconsidered,only 260 (or
15%)resultedin any casualties.Therefore,if I were to use
only casualtyMIDs, nearly 85% of my original observations would be lost. Also, I do not use casualtiesas a
dummy explanatoryvariablebecause such information
would not be availableto leadersex ante.Technically,this
may also be the casefor the issuedummyas well. That is,
the dispute is not coded for issue until after initiation.
However,one would expectthe issueto be knownpriorto
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Often they merely representcases in which
fishing trawlers have been detained by
national authorities, typically for violating
maritime boundariesduring fishing expeditions. To control for salience,then, a dummy
variable is included that equals 1 if the
dispute involves a naval seizureand 0 otherwise.
Lastly,to preventconfounding the effects
of unstable political participationwith state
age, an additional variable capturing the
combined length of time both states have
been membersof the internationalsystem is
also included.19A preliminaryanalysisindicates that unstable political participation is
correlatedwith the combined age of the disputing states. The relationship is negative,
indicatingthat decreasesin age arecorrelated
with greater instability in regulation and
competitiveness of participation. The
absolute value of the correlationcoefficient,
however, is less than .15, indicating that
these two variables are capturing different
forces at work.
Data Analysis
Tables I-III present the results of 9 logit
models that assess the influence of political
participation,power,contiguity,regimetype,
allianceties, and dispute salienceon bilateral
conflict reciprocation.Models 1 and 2 model
the decisionmakingof the targetstate, while
controlling only for the polity characteristics
of the initiating state. Models 3-5 use joint
measures of unstable and stable political
participation,and models 6-9 include separate measuresfor the regulationand competitiveness of political participation. The
results in Table I indicate that unstable
political participation within the initiating
state increasesthe likelihood of reciprocation
19Polity IIId was used to determinemembershipin the
internationalsystem.Summingthe ages of the two states
involvedin the disputegeneratedthe combinedage variable.
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by the target.That is, factionalor transitional
political participation within state A contributesto escalatorycrisis bargaining.With
domestic opposition that may or may not
possess the ability to challenge a leader, the
initiating state'ssignal of concern and resolve
contains a higher level of uncertainty. It
appearsthat the targetstate is respondingto
such uncertainty with attempts to glean
greaterinformationfrom the initiating state.
As expected,the overallpolity index of the
initiating state, based on constraints,openness, and competitiveness, tends to reduce
the target'spropensity to reciprocate.While
the statistical significance of this variable
warrantssome concern, it is interestingthat
target states, regardlessof their regime type,
reciprocate less often when the initiating
state is a democracy.Holding all other variables at mean values, democratic initiators
are reciprocatedagainst 15% less than nondemocratic initiators. As Fearon (1994)
expects, disputes appearto be resolvedmore
quickly due to the more reliable signaling
coming from the democraticinitiator.
Despite the evidence on regime type in
Table I, the results in Table II indicate that
democratic targets do not necessarilycondition their behavior on the regime type of
the initiating state. Bilateraldisputes where
both sides aredemocraciesdo not have lower
reciprocation rates than disputes between
different regime types or disputes where
autocracies face each other. This evidence
does not support a norms argument of
democratic foreign policy decisionmaking.
That is, the regimetype of the initiatingstate
does not appear to have an impact on a
democratictarget'sdecision to reciprocate.If
norms of compromise and coercionavoidance play an important role in democraticcrisisbargaining,a negativeand significant relationship should be observed
between the regime index and dispute reciprocation. This is not what is observed here.
However, this evidence does suggest that
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Logit Regression of Dispute Reciprocation, Controlling for the Political Characteristics of the
Initiating State, 1816-1992

Table I.

Variable

Model1

Model2

Initiating state democratic

-

Initiating state has unstable
political participation
Initiating state has stable

.277**
(.12)
-.003
(.17)
-.002***

-.250*
(.15)
.327***
(.12)
.199
(.20)
-.002***
(.001)
-.029
(.19)
.830***
(.11)
.700***
(.14)
-.503***
(.16)
-.820***
(.16)
-.474**
(.20)

political participation
Combined age
Defense pact
Contiguity
Peace years
Military balance
Seizure cases
Constant

(.001)
-.037
(.18)
.834***
(.11)
.692***
(.14)
-.541***
(.16)
-.811***
(.16)
-.490**
(.19)

N
LL
Z2
(p)
Pseudo R2
% Correctly pred./Null model

1705
-1078.3
164.6
(.000)
.09
64.9/53.4

Marginaleffectsmodel2 %
-15
+ 16

-20

+37
+24
-20
-40

1705
-1076.9
167.8
(.000)
.09
65.2/53.4

Robuststandarderrorsin parentheses.The dependentvariableis whetheror not the disputewas reciprocated.Column4
representsthe changein probabilityY, afterfluctuatingeachindependentvariableone standarddeviationbelowthe
meanto one standarddeviationabovethe mean (exceptdichotomousvariables,which arefluctuatedfrom0 to 1) while
holdingall otherindependentvariablesat theirmeanvalues.
.10
***p&lt;
.05; *p &lt;
.01; **p&lt;

target states, regardlessof their polity type,
react similarly to democratic or high audience cost initiators. If states use militarized
disputes to reduce uncertainty, then more
enduring political institutions, be they
restrictive or competitive, provide more
information about the preferencesof, and
constraintson, political elites.
Whereasjoint democracyhas little or no
effect on crisis bargaining, joint political
participationhas an importantimpact. Bilateral disputes in which both states possess

unstable political participationhave a much
higher likelihood of experiencingreciprocation. That is, initiatorstateswith factionalor
transitional participation are much more
likely to be challengedin disputesthan more
stable polities. Most likely, given the greater
chanceof bluffing,targetstatesaretestingthe
resolve of the initiator.This result is much
strongerwhen both sides possessfactionalor
transitionalparticipationstructures.In fact,
the probabilityof reciprocationincreasesby
over 18%, from 44% to 52%, when both
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Table II. Logit Regression of Dispute Reciprocation, Controlling for the Political Characteristics of Both
Initiating and Target States, 1816-1992

Variable
Jointly democratic
Jointly unstable
political participation
Jointly stable political
participation
Combined age
Defense pact
Contiguity
Peace years
Military balance
Seizure cases
Constant

N
LL
X2

(p)
Pseudo R2
% Correctly Pred./Null Model

Model3
.110
(.22)
-.002***
(.001)
-.024

Model4
.300**
(.15)
-.377
(.39)
-.002***
(.001)
.014

Marginal Marginal
effects
effects
Model5 model4 % model5 %
.259
(.24)
.301**
(.15)
-.562
(.43)
-.002***

(.19)
.827***
(.11)
.694***
(.14)
-.556***
(.16)
-.791***
(.16)
-.416**

(.19)
.824***
(.11)
.690***
(.14)
-.557***
(.16)
-.793***
(.16)
-.424**

(.19)

(.19)

(.19)

1705
-1078.6
164.6
(.000)
.08
64.8/53.4

+14
-28

-16

-16

+37

+36

+22

+20

-18

-18

-38

-38

(.001)
-.011

(.19)
.848***
(.11)
.701***
(.14)
-.582***
(.16)
-.795***
(.16)
-.360***

1705
-1081.2
161.6
(.000)
.08
64.3/53.4

+17

1705
-1078.0
164.3
(.000)
.09
64.9/53.4

Robuststandarderrorsin parentheses.The dependentvariableis whetheror not the disputewas reciprocated.Columns
5 and 6 representthe changein probabilityY, afterfluctuatingeachindependentvariableone standarddeviationbelow
the meanto one standarddeviationabovethe mean (exceptdichotomousvariables,which arefluctuatedfrom0 to 1)
while holdingall otherindependentvariablesat theirmeanvalues.
.10
.01; **p&lt;
.05; *p &lt;
***p&lt;

states in a militarized dispute suffer from results indicate little differencein the influunstable political participation.20This is ence of competitiveversusrestrictivepolitical
markedlydifferent from polities with either participation.Although not shown, when a
restrictive or competitive participation. The combinedmeasureof competitiveand restric20The marginaleffectsreportedin TablesI and II arecalculatedby measuringthe changein the probabilityof Y after
fluctuatingeach independentvariableone standarddeviation below the meanto one standarddeviationabovethe
mean (exceptdichotomousvariableswhich are fluctuated
from0 to 1) while holdingall otherindependentvariables
at theirmeanvalues.

tive political participation is compared with

unstableor factionalparticipation,the results
show a much strongerdistinction.Restrictive
and competitiveparticipationtends to reduce
the likelihoodof conflict reciprocation,while
factional participationtends to increasethe
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likelihood. This in part supports Fearon's
audience costs conjecture. Institutional
stabilityhelps to facilitatemore efficient and
less costly outcomes in militarizeddisputes.
The relativepowermeasurehas an important effect on crisis bargaining as well. As
expected, as the relativemilitary strength of
the initiatingstate increases,the likelihoodof
reciprocationdecreases.In fact, a change in
the relativecapabilitiesratio from one standard deviation below its mean to one standard deviation above its mean decreasesthe
probabilityof reciprocationby nearly 20%.
Bennett & Stam (2000) find a similar
relationship between dispute involvement
and relativemilitarypower.A more favorable
balance of capabilitiestends to increasethe
probabilityof disputeinvolvementfor a state.
The same applies for reciprocation.A more
favorablebalanceof capabilitiesfor the target
stateincreasesthe likelihoodof reciprocation,
as one would expect. These results provide
furthersupportfor the importanceof relative
power in crisisbargainingsituations.
Contiguity and peace years also affect
disputereciprocationin the directionshypothesized.First,neighboringstateshave a higher
probabilityof conflictreciprocationthanstates
fartherapart.The effectis quite
geographically
with
the
large,
probabilityof reciprocation
over
35%. It seemsthatfor these
increasingby
militarized bargaining situations, distance
often precludes even minor militarized
responses. Second, the peace-yearsvariable
indicatesthatpeacedoesbegetpeace,or at least
longer periods of peace between two states
resultsin less coerciveforeignpolicystrategies.
A changeof one standarddeviationaroundthe
meandecreasesthe probabilityof reciprocation
by over20%.21Given the constructionof this
variable, lower values actually equate with
longerperiodsof peace,and this thus explains
the positivesign on the coefficient.
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Learning also appears to influence crisis
bargaining behavior.The combined age of
the states involved in the militarizeddispute
has a pacifying effect on reciprocation.That
is, the likelihood of dispute reciprocation
decreases as the combined age of the belligerentsincreases.In fact, going from a combined age of 58 years to a combined age of
224 years (a one standarddeviation change
around the mean) decreasesthe probability
of reciprocationby over 16%. It appearsthat
age may endow states with more effective
signaling,allowingleadersto resolveconflicts
earlierin the bargainingrelationship.22
One of the most significantfactorsinfluencing dispute reciprocationis whether the
dispute involved a maritime seizure. Seizure
MIDs, it seems, rarelyevoke retaliatorymilitarizeddemands. Indeed, the evidence from
the logistic models indicatesthat only in rare
circumstances are these quarrels reciprocated. With all other variablesheld at their
mean values, a non-seizuredispute has about
a 50% chance of reciprocation.In comparison, a seizure dispute has less than a 30%
chance. Interestingly, formal alliance ties
havelittle influenceon dispute reciprocation.
Although the defense pact measure, as
expected, is inverselyrelatedto the decision
by B to escalate (that is, security alignment
tends to decreasethe probabilityof conflict
reciprocation),its substantiveimpact is quite
small. It appearsthat while alliance ties may
have an important effect on the outbreakof
war, states with formal defense pacts
demonstrate little reluctance to reciprocate
militarizeddisputes.
Regulation and Competitiveness
The analysisin Table II combined the regulation and competitivenessindices. That is,

22 Both time in
peaceandageshowa temporaltrendoccurpeaceyears,a 19-yearincrease ringin MID reciprocation.It is not exactlyclearwhy such
in peacefulrelationsdecreasesthe likelihoodof reciproca- a trend is present,althoughlearning,futureexpectations,
tion by over 15%.
stakes,and issuetype areall probablyplayingsome part.
21 With the linearmeasureof
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only when both statessufferedfrominstability
in both dimensions of political participation
did the variableget coded a one. There is no
reason,however,to think that these separate
measureswill have an equivalentimpact on
disputereciprocation.As such, fouradditional
models areincludedto assessthe independent
influencesof thesesimilar,yet distinct,factors.
Models 6 and 7 considerdisputeswhere both
statessufferfromfactionalismin the regulation
of politicalparticipation,while models 8 and
9 do the same for political competition. As
before,measuresof regulatedand competitive
participationarealso included.
The results in Table III indicate that the
regulation of political participation has a
stronger influence on dispute reciprocation
than competitiveness. It appears that the
degree of institutionalization of political
participationstrongly affects crisis decisionmaking. When regimes fluctuate between
regulated and unregulated participation,
mixed messages are being sent to foreign
adversaries.In fact, in disputes where both
statespossessunstablepoliticalregulation,the
likelihood of conflict reciprocationincreases
by 14%. Interestingly,militarized disputes
between democracies that are characterized
by non-institutionalized political participation, such as Honduras-Nicaragua in
1989, Peru-Ecuador in numerous years,
India-Pakistan,and Malaysia-Philippinesin
1988, have a very high probabilityof reciprocation - nearly 60%. Bilateral disputes
involving non-democracies, such as SyriaLebanon in 1963, Argentina-Chile in 1900
and 1905, also have a high likelihood of reciprocation, but over 10% less than democratic disputes. It seems that vacillation in
political regulation has a more dangerous
effect on regimeswith some level of democraticpolitical structure.
Given that the competitiveness of
political participation comes only after a
certain degree of regulationhas been established, a smaller secondary effect should be
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expected. The primary impact stems from
whether the political environment experiences significant fluctuation between institutionalized and non-institutionalized
politicalparticipation.However,in regulated
political contexts, patternsof political competitivenessthat oscillate between restrictive
and enduring competition do tend to
increasethe likelihood of dispute reciprocation. From a crisis bargaining perspective,
such behavioral differences make sense.
Politicalparticipationthat is either restricted
or competitive provides a stable, wellinstitutionalized political environment that
contributes to accurate signaling. The evidence indicates that there is little difference
in termsof conflict propensitybetweenstates
that possess competitive participation and
those that have restricted participation. A
political environment that varies widely
between restrictionand competition leads to
greateruncertaintyand misperceptionin the
bargainingrelationship.Escalatorybehavior
is the observedresult.
Conclusion
While democracies rarely initiate disputes
and even more rarely initiate against other
democracies, scholars still disagree on the
precise elements of a democratic state that
help to pacifyforeignpolicy decisionmaking.
The conventional view of the democratic
peace maintains that political culture and
representativeinstitutions that dispersewar
powers help to prevent the use of violent
coercion against other democracies. Yet
neither an institutional nor a normative
argument effectively accounts for why or
how democraticstatesadjusttheir bargaining
behavior depending on the polity of the
opposing state. Fearon (1994) agrees that
democratic states should behave differently
than non-democracies in crisis contexts.
However, for Fearon pacific foreign policy
decisionmakingdoes not stem from political
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Table III.

Logit Regression of Dispute Reciprocation, Controlling for the Political Characteristics of Both
Initiating and Target States, 1816-1992

Marginal
effects

Variable
Jointlydemocratic

Model6

Model7

Model8

.247

.226

(.25)

(.24)

Model9

model6 %

Jointlyunstable
politicalregulation
Jointlystable
politicalregulation
Jointlyunstable
politicalcompetition
Jointlystable
politicalcompetition
Combinedage

-.002***

-.002***
(.001)

(.001)

(.001)

Defensepact

(.001)
.056

.085
(.20)
(.12)
.578***

.066
(.20)
.822***
(.12)
.574***

(.15)

(.15)

(.15)

.093
(.20)
.824***
(.12)
.577***
(.15)

-.580***

-.578***
(.17)
-.804***
(.16)
-.280
(.20)

-.597***
(.17)
-.808***

-.596***

-18

(.17)
-.807***

-38

(.16)

(.16)

-.241
(.20)

-.233
(.20)

(.15)
-.410
(.37)
.087
(.139)

(.20)
Contiguity

Peaceyears
Militarybalance

.812***

.809***
(.12)

.575***

(.17)

Seizurecases

-.806***

Constant

(.16)
-.288
(.20)

N
LL
x2

Pseudo R2

% Correctlypred./Nullmodel

+14

.284*

.297**
(.15)
-.590
(.42)

1544
-979.1
145.3
(.000)
.08
65.3/52.8

1544
-979.6
145.5
(.000)
.08
65.4/52.8

-.621
(.43)
-.002***

1544
-980.9
143.0
(.000)

.08
65.2/52.8

.085
(.14)
-.463
(.39)

-.002***

-17

+36

+20

1544
-981.3
143.4
(.000)
.08
65.2/52.8

Robuststandarderrorsin parentheses.The dependentvariableis whetheror not the disputewas reciprocated.Column6
representsthe changein probabilityY, afterfluctuatingeachindependentvariableone standarddeviationbelowthe
meanto one standarddeviationabovethe mean (exceptdichotomousvariables,which arefluctuatedfrom0 to 1) while
holdingall otherindependentvariablesat theirmeanvalues.
***p<.01; **p< .05; *p < .10

culture, but is a result of efficient signaling

betweenpolitical elites. Fearon(1994) maintains that a political penalty for foreign
policy failureallows more efficient signaling
during crises,thus allowing political elites to
resolve their differences with little or no

escalation. Since the nature of a democratic
political system 'makes it costly for liberal
executives to bluff', as Gartzke (2001: 7)
insists, leadersare less likely to need threats
and uses of military force to demonstrate
resolve. According to Eyerman & Hart
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(1996: 601), 'there is no political incentive
[fora democracy]to escalatea conflict to war
with another democracy'.Since each escalatory step is costly to democratic leaders,
crises between democratic states should
rarelyescalate.
Fearon(1994: 581) providesno empirical
measureof audience costs, although he does
consider democratic leaders to pay on
averagea higher price for policy failurethan
non-democratic leaders. He suggests,
however, that domestic political opponents
provide the sanctioning element that is
needed to 'improvea state'sabilityto commit
and to signal resolve'. Gartzke (2001) and
Schultz(1998) both agreeand considereffective political competition an important
element in efficient crisis signaling. Political
opponents make bluffing costly by decrying
the actions and intentions of the group in
power. Yet, such domestic opposition only
enhances signaling when elites in power
(both foreign and domestic) believe such
costs can and will be imposed for policy
failure. In regimes where political competition is not well institutionalized, elites
may discount signalsand seek costly contests
to acquiremore accurateinformation.
The results here indicate that overall
democracyhas very little effect on MID reciprocation. However, factionalism among
domestic political groups tends to be
strongly associated with such a dispute
response. Regimes with non-institutionalized political participation engage in more
escalatory behavior. This finding supports
the arguments of Fearon (1994), Schultz
(1998), and Gartzke(2001). Each expects a
relationship between crisis decisionmaking
and domestic political competition. Still, the
relationshipappearsmore nuanced that previously recognized. It is not necessarily
democratic political institutions that facilitate more efficient and less violent crisis bargaining, but rather stable political
institutions. Institutional stability makes
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possiblemore precisesignaling.Interestingly,
stability can come in two forms: stable and
restricted or stable and competitive. There
does not appearto be much differencein reciprocation rates between regimeswith competitive political participationand restricted
political participation.
In addition to political competition, the
logit resultsindicate that contiguity,military
balance,and the past bargainingrelationship
all have importanteffectson dispute reciprocation. These results indicate that the
strategic environment and past conflict or
cooperation between states certainly influence dispute reciprocation.But, the stability
of political participation also plays an
importantrole in crisisbargaining.Since the
overall regime index is not significantly
related to reciprocation,it appearsthat the
separatestructuralindicatorsof a polity may
influence crisis bargainingin differentways.
Futureresearchshould continue to probe the
different institutional structuresthat define
states. Only by unpacking the state can
scholars fully explain the relationship
between regimetype and conflict propensity.
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